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Abstract 

Economic theory suggests that changes in taxation have an effect on foreign direct investment. 

This economic theory basis has stimulated interest in public economics research, and most 

governments attempt to exploit and utilize tax policy in the host economy so as to attract as 

much foreign investment as possible. Moreover, a public policy dilemma, as has been coined 

in public economics research, has been grappled upon in the recent past by economists in 

applied research. This dilemma is because FDI has been found to have a positive relationship 

with economic growth in most applied research, but there is no clear consensus on the 

relationship between Taxation and FDI. As a result, attempts by most governments from 

developing economies to use tax policy to attract foreign investment may seem to be a wild 

goose chase. In this research, we investigate the impact of Corporate Income Tax (CIT) on 

Foreign Direct Investment for twelve Southern African Economies using Panel Data Analysis. 

The estimation models applied are Fixed Effects Model, Random Effects Model and the 

Dynamic Panel Data Model. We find that Corporate Income tax rate has a significant negative 

effect on FDI.  
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Southern African Economies, Corporate Income Tax Rate (CIT), Foreign Direct Investment 
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1.0 Introduction and Motivation 

1.1 Introduction 

A public policy dilemma for researchers is that despite most governments relying so much on 

the use of tax policy to attract Foreign Direct Investment (from now on FDI). However, the 

link between the Taxation and FDI is unclear (Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho, and Lehmann, 

2012). The exploitation of taxes is in the hope that the country will benefit from realised 

economic growth due to the inflow of FDI. This perception is because public sector policy 

analysts believe increased foreign investment leads to increased growth. Evidence of this 

supported by some empirical research such as Seetanah and Khadaroo (2007); Mehic, 

Silajdzic, and Babic-Hodovic(2013); Kornecki and Raghavan (2011); and Inekwe (2013). 

However, Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho, and Lehmann (2012) note that despite the competition 

for FDI by either the developed or developing economies, there is no explicit agreement on the 

relationship between taxation and FDI.  

According to Romer (2012: pp405) investment is necessary for long-run economic growth and 

short-run fluctuations of output in an economy. His twofold statement implies that firstly, 

investment demand is vital to the behavior of standard of living in an economy in the long run. 

This because investment feeds into the economy through increased economic activity that in 

turn increase employment thereby determining the long-run standards of living of an economy. 

Secondly, he says since investment is a component of economic output and is mostly 

characterized by high volatility, then it follows that investment is crucial in contributing to 

explaining short-run fluctuations in any economy’s growth. However, in this research essay 

the focus is on private foreign direct investment (FDI).   

Global FDI has risen rapidly in the recent decades with $2.4 billion in 1962, $35 billion in 

1990 and $565 billion in 2007 all in current prices (Todaro, 2012: pp685-686). Todaro (2012) 

mentions that Africa usually receives a small fraction of global FDI, such that, the whole 

Africa and Southern Africa had shares of only 5.3% and 3.6% in  2009 respectively. This share 

is low despite the existence of very favorable tax policies in most African countries such as tax 

incentives, lower relative tax rates and widespread tax holidays for foreign investors wishing 

to invest. This lower level of FDI seems to be against what the neoclassical investment theory 

predicts that the lower cost of capital is expected to lead to higher Investment flows (Van 

Parys and James, 2010).  
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Most developing countries welcome and encourage foreign investors to invest in all industrial 

sectors of host economies. Developing countries empower foreign investors with various tax 

benefits. Such benefits as capital allowances, export tax allowances, tax exemptions and 

concessions, that often aim to foster investment, international trade and economic growth 

(Klemm and Van Parys, 2012). Therefore, it is prudent and expected that investors take into 

consideration the tax policy of the host economies when making investment decisions. 

However, we have the view that it would also be beneficial for the fiscal arms of governments 

to understand the actual impact of Taxation on inbound Foreign Investment and thereby offer 

optimal incentives.  

Additionally, Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has witnessed a rapidly rising flow of FDI (Kaplinksy 

and Morris, 2009). This rising flow of FDI is projected to increase the respective tax base of 

these economies due to expected increase in employment and business opportunities and 

activities. The new business profits that come about due to the inflow of FDI are in most cases 

subject to domestic taxes. Hence intuition prompts to claim that host country corporate tax 

policy ought to have a role to play when foreign firms are deciding to invest abroad.  

Besides the local investments, both developed and developing economies competitively seek 

FDI by providing a favourable investment environment to foreign investors. Therefore, these 

Economies expect benefits from efficiency gains through the transfer of management know-

how, technology, business practices, access to foreign markets, increased employment 

opportunities and enhanced standards of living (Vangelis, 2003). However, Todaro (2012) 

reiterate that FDI has its own merits and demerits. These characteristics mean that some 

proponents support FDI while others are against it with the fundamental divergences in their 

inclinations based on these merits and demerits of FDI. 

1.2 Overview of Tax Policy and FDI in Southern Africa 

We contextualise the data to the topic under consideration by comparing the trends in tax and 

FDI so to make the point concerning what makes this topic interesting. It is evident from 

Figure 1 below that the movements of taxes and FDI as a percentage of GDP portrays a mixed 

effect. For instance, in almost all cases below, the initial decrease in corporate income tax 

(CIT) rates is associated with an increase in the Net1 FDI as a percentage of GDP. Moreover, 

                                                           

1 New investment inflows minus disinvestments 
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for the periods when the corporate tax rates were relatively stable or fixed, the FDI as a share 

of GDP seems to stabilise showing a clear link between corporate tax rate and FDI.  

Figure 1: Corporate income tax (CIT) rates and FDI as a percentage of GDP for 2004-20132 

 
Source: Own compilation from World Development Indicators & Ernst & Young 

However, it is also interesting to note in Figure 1 above, that Mozambique had a fixed 

corporate tax rates for the period 2004-2014 and yet showed a continuous increase in its FDI 

as a percentage of GDP. The increase could probably be as a result of other factors such as 

market size or political stability, the inquiry into this topic is interesting. On the other hand, 

Malawi, Swaziland, Tanzania, and Zambia also recorded fixed corporate income tax rates. And 

yet they displayed some fluctuations in the FDI for the same periods under review as shown in 

Figure 1 above. This analysis makes a case for a thorough investigation into the topic of tax 

and FDI and thereby presenting an exciting opportunity to test this observed behaviour. The 

provocative question that stems from this simple review is whether taxation matters for FDI. 

Therefore, our investigation more importantly gives us an opportunity to find out whether 

corporate tax rate significantly matter for FDI. 

                                                           

2 Appendix B shows the data graphed seperately for FDI and CIT so as to gain more insight into the trend. 
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1.3 Research Problem Statement  

Southern African countries have domestic tax laws that provide tax benefits to foreign 

investors. Additionally, these economies have set up institutions to spearhead the task to 

ensure FDI inflow is sustained, signifying the seriousness of these governments to have high 

FDI inflows. However, the dilemma facing public sector economists is that even if countries 

use tax policy to attract FDI, there is no consensus in empirical work on the actual effect of 

taxation on FDI. Moreover, these ‘tournaments’ for FDI by Developed and Least Developed 

governments, may have little or no impact on FDI because it is evident that  FDI also depends 

on other more important factors. So then why do governments continue to rely so much on tax 

policy when, in fact, it is only one of the many determinants of FDI? Furthermore, there is 

little regional specific empirical research especially for Africa on this subject implying a 

possible deficiency of academic applied research. Therefore, this research essay contributes to 

filling the gap by adding empirical academic research on this topic for the region and also 

suggesting areas for further studies.  

1.4 Purpose of Research  

The general aim of this research was to characterize the impact of tax policy on FDI for twelve 

(12) Southern African Economies. Nonetheless, the specific objectives were; (i)To find the 

effects of corporate income taxes on FDI and (ii) To find the Region-specific relationship of 

FDI on  FDI. The research investigated and provided answers to the question below;  

(i) Is the relationship between Corporate Income taxes and FDI significantly negative or 

positive for Southern African Economies?  

And the hypothesis that was tested is; 

(i) Corporate income taxes have a significant negative effect on net FDI inflow. 

1.5 Scope and Justification of Study 

In terms of scope, this research focused on a panel analysis of Corporate Income Taxes and 

Foreign Direct Investment for twelve (12) Southern African countries. These are Botswana, 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 

Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, and Zambia. In this setup, the research makes 

use of panel data series for the period between 2004 and 2013 for the above sample. This 

period is sufficient for analysis because using panel data models, the sample data proves 

informative, with more degrees of freedom, less collinearity of variables and more efficient 

estimations (Gujarati, 2004). As noted already the motivation is to gain an understanding of 

the region-specific impact of corporate tax policy on FDI in southern African countries.  
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2.0 Literature Review 

This section discusses the theoretical and empirical reviews that provide a theoretical basis for 

this research. The first part summarises the determinants of FDI; the second explores the 

theoretical benchmarks for economics, and the last section navigates through the existing 

empirical literature and the findings of the various reviewed studies. 

2.1 Determinants of FDI 

Various scholars have discussed various determinants of FDI in fairly distinct ways. For 

instance, Janicki and Wunnava (2004) find openness to trade, market size, Labour costs and 

country-specific risk as significant determinants of FDI. Kimino, Saal and Driffield (2007) and 

Obwona (2001) alternatively discussed other similar determinants such as relative exchange 

rate, exchange rate volatility, relative borrowing costs, macroeconomic and political stability 

as determinants. However, Root and Ahmed (1978) offer a summary of forty-four 

determinants of FDI, which seemingly capture most of the determinants used in earlier and 

contemporary literature. The summary list is in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Determinants of FDI 
           Factor(Category)                  Variable 

A. Economic:         1.       GDP (or GNP)  

                                       2-4.       GDP per capita, GDP growth rate, per capita growth rate 

                          5.        Manufactured imports/GDP 

                          6.        Ratio of exports to imports 

                          7.        International liquidity (average annual percentage change) 

                          8, 9.    Purchasing power of currency (change in external value relative to interval  

                                       value) 

                         10, 11. Local Credit (ratio of banking system claims on economy to GDP and 

                                     Private sector to GDP       

                         12.       Ratio of commerce, transport, and communication to GDP 

                                     13.       Energy production (equivalent tons of coal per 1000 population) 

                                     14.       Degree of economic integration  

                                     15.       Ratio of manufacturing to GDP   

                                     16.       Ratio of raw material exports to GDP  

B. Social:              17, 18. Ratio of literacy and school enrolment 

                         19.       Availability of technical and professional workers (size of middle class) 

                         20.       Modernization of Outlook 

                         21.       Strength of labour movement 

                         22.       Extent of urbanization 

C. Political:          23-28.  Frequency of government change by type and period  

                         29,30.  Number of internal armed attacks by period  

                         31.       Degree of administrative efficiency  

                         32.       Degree of nationalism  

                         33-35.  Per capita foreign aid from U.S., non-U.S. sources, and some of both.  

                         36.       Colonial affiliation    

                         37,38.  Role of government in economy 

D. Policy:              39.       Corporate taxation (typical manufacturing burden) 

                                     40.       Tax incentive laws: complexity vs. simplicity  

                         41.       Tax incentives: liberality  

                         42.       Attitude toward joint ventures  

                         43.       Local content requirement  

                         44.       Limitations on foreign personnel 

Source: (Root and Ahmed, 1978) 
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As seen in Table1 above, Root and Ahmed (1978) divided their determinants into four 

subgroups i.e. Economic, Social, Political and Policy factors and they tested these forty-four 

potentially significant determinants of FDI. Scholars such as Robinson (1961), Scaperlanda 

and Mauer (1969), Polk, Meister and Veit (1967) and Farmer and Richman (1969) tested some 

of these determinants in independent studies.  

However, most earlier and contemporary studies often consider taxation as one of the 

determinants of FDI whether directly or indirectly but as a policy variable. In fact, Root and 

Ahmed (1978), in their study, find that only corporate tax among the six policy variables was a 

significant determinant of FDI. Some contemporary literature still borrows from these 

determinants, notably research papers by Jackson and Markowski (1996) and Singh and Jun 

(1995). This importance of the determinants renders them relevant even in contemporary 

empirical work. Therefore, highlighting these tested determinants in this paper is worthwhile, 

because these determinants provide direction to the selection of possible control variables. 

2.2 Theoretical Review 

Broadly, there is a lot of literature on the theories of FDI, and these have been presented in a 

relatively different manner by various scholars, with each presentation mostly inconclusive. 

For instance, Agarwal (1980) discussed thirteen distinct models under four classifications i.e. 

hypothesis of perfect markets, hypothesis based on market imperfections, hypothesis based on 

the propensity to invest and determinants of the inflow of FDI. Conversely, Faeth (2009) 

discussed nine distinct models of FDI based on Microeconomic, Macroeconomic factors and a 

combination of these two. This multiplicity of theories shows that there is not a single model 

of FDI, but there are some competing theories all of which have varying degrees of 

explanatory power for international flows of FDI.  

However, the pivot of this research paper is Corporate Income tax rate and FDI, and it is on 

this basis that the theoretical framework ought to be to explain this phenomenon. This study 

discusses two (2) alternative theories that explain the channels through which Corporate 

Income tax rates may affect FDI. These are the Tobin’s q theory of investment and the 

Ownership, Location, and Internalisation (OLI) paradigm. This list is not an exhaustive one for 

providing an explanation of tax effects on FDI, but we adopt these two in this thesis as they 

provide sound economic intuitions to understanding the topic under review. The following 

sections discuss the two models. 
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2.2.1 Alternative models for analysing Tax Effects and FDI 

(a) Tobin’s q theory of Investment  

An important and widely used theory in the taxation-investment literature, explored in this 

research, is the Tobin’s q theory of investment (Klemm and Van Parys 2012). This approach 

offers an alternative to explaining how taxation may affect FDI in a neoclassical school of 

thought setting. The neoclassical investment theory used in taxation and investment literature 

by Jorgenson (1963). In fact, contemporary literature on taxation and investment such as, 

Klemm and Van Parys (2012), Djankov, et al.,(2010), Feld and Heckemeyer (2009), Zahir, et 

al.,(2004)  and Howell, et al.,(2002) still refer to Jorgenson (1963).  

According to Jorgenson (1963), the fundamental feature of the neoclassical theory of optimal 

capital accumulation is how derived demand for capital reacts to relative input prices. 

Therefore, to stress this bone of contention the paper discusses the Tobin’s q theory of 

Investment and explains how the theory is used in taxation and FDI studies. Romer (2012) 

described a neoclassical investment model with adjustment costs and states that the objective 

of firms is to maximize the net present value (NPV) of profits. In a continuous time setting this 

means; 

Maximising NPV of profits = ∫ 𝑒−𝑟𝑡[𝜋(𝐾(𝑡))𝑘(𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑡) − 𝐶(𝐼(𝑡))]𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑡=𝑜
                                     (1) 

Where;  

The 𝜋(𝐾(𝑡))𝑘(𝑡) is the revenue of the firm at time 𝑡, I(t) is the firm’s investment at time t, C(I(t)) is the 

adjustment costs of capital at time t that is a function of investment over time, K(t) is the industry-wide 

capital stock at time t and k(t) is capital stock at time t. 

 

Maximizing the above objective leads to the Tobin’s q theory as indicated below.  

Tobin’s q = 
Market value of the firm

Replacement value of the firm
   (See Appendix A for the formal derivation) 

This is the Tobin’s q theory of investment and is the interest of this research. Romer (2012) 

states that it shows the value to the firm of one unit of capital at time 𝑡 and summarises all the 

information about the future that is relevant to firms’ investment decision. According to Romer 

(2012) this implies that what is important for firms’ investment decisions is the marginal 𝑞 (i.e. 

ratio of market value of the marginal unit of capital to its replacement cost). Having explained 

the general theory we now contextualise and relate the derived q theory of investment to the 

Taxation and FDI’s study.  
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Van Parys and James (2010) states that the underlying argument in the neoclassical investment 

theory is that firms will invest until the benefits of investment are equal to the cost of capital 

accumulation. In other words, as long as the benefit or net present value of future cash flows of 

the firm is greater than the cost of capital, then it is beneficial to continue investing. In fact, 

Shah & Ahmed (2003) computed the cost of foreign capital for the period 1960/61 to 1999/00 

and found that the cost of capital has strong implications for investment.  

The underlying gist of the q theory of investment is that firms will invest as long as the 

benefits exceed the costs. Therefore, when taxes affect the cost of capital, they also affect the 

level of investment in the sense that increases in taxes reduce the market value of the firm 

thereby providing a disincentive to invest. In fact, as a supplement to this explanation Romer 

(2012) shows in Figure 2 below the dynamics of capital adjustment in a phase diagram. The 

graph was initially used to display the effect of an investment tax credit on the capital stock 

and in a similar fashion it can be used to explain an impact of increasing taxes on investment.  

Figure 2: Phase Diagram Showing effects of tax on Investment 

 
Source: (Romer, 1996) 

 

Intuitively, an increase in taxes means that profit for firms reduce or as we have explained 

above, the market value of the firm reduces. This reduction in earnings implies that the stable 

saddle-path, as shown in the graph above, falls from point E to point E’. This fall in the stable 

saddle-path means that reduced profits mean it is not profitable to increase investment. And, 

by Tobin’s  𝑞 theory of investment, this implies that when 𝑞 > 1 (i. e. above K̇ = 0) then the 
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firms will want to increase the capital stock and when 𝑞 < 1 (i. e. below �̇� = 0) then they will 

want to reduce the capital stock (Romer, 2012).  

(b) Ownership, Location and Internalization (OLI) Framework - Eclectic Paradigm 

According to Faeth (2009), the first general theoretical effort to explain FDI was from the 

trade theory, the Heckscher-Ohlin model. Faeth (2009) says the model had assumptions that 

were criticized leading to the springing up of Multinational Enterprise (MNE) theory. Denisia 

(2010) supported this claim and explained that the neoclassical trade theory fell short of 

explaining the existence of MNEs. So this led to the emergence of the MNE theories such as 

Ownership advantages theory based on Hymer (1976), Location and Internalization advantages 

theories (Buckley and Casson, 1976). It is from these that Professor Dunning brought together 

the Ownership, Location and Internalization theories to formulate what he called the Eclectic 

paradigm (or OLI Paradigm) of FDI (Dunning, 2001). 

Letto-Gillies (2012) states that “Dunning’s approach to internalization consists of an attempt to 

analyze the why, where and when/how in terms of Ownership, Location and Internalization 

(OLI) advantages”. Bellak and Leibrecht (2009) reiterate that the Eclectic paradigm asserts 

that FDI flows arise if companies have Ownership, Location and Internalization (‘OLI’) 

advantages. Moreover, Coelho (2011) discussed these advantages theories based on a model 

presented below.  

Figure 3: Relationship between OLI advantages and international activity 
 

Source: Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho, and Lehmann (2012) 
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Coelho (2011) explained that Professor Dunning proposed the Eclectic paradigm to explain the 

existence of FDI as an alternative to other entry modes in foreign markets (i.e. exports and 

licensing). Moreover, to describe the three advantages we base our explanation on Eden and 

Dai (2010) who summarised the Ownership, Location and Internalisation (OLI) justifications 

for outward FDI and existence of MNEs as follows; 

(i) Investing firms possess specific net ownership advantages over other businesses from 

other countries in serving particular national markets. This advantage is what 

literature on OLI paradigm terms as the ownership advantage (‘O’). These firm-

specific advantages as explained by Coelho (2011), are advantages such as technical 

capabilities, human skills and competence, ability to raise financial resources, product 

differentiation, economies of scale and firm size. In the Figure 3 above these are 

depicted by Ownership advantages of the MNEs versus the host country firms 

(ii) Secondly, it is emphasized that it must be beneficial for the actual investing MNE to 

utilise this ownership advantage itself as opposed to allowing other firms from other 

countries to do so through lease or sell. When this ability is possible, it is known as 

internalisation advantages (‘I’).  So utilising the Ownership advantages allows firms 

to internalise the advantage by being in control of the foreign investment venture. 

(iii) Finally, Investing firms (i.e. MNEs) enjoy profitability through subsidiaries abroad if 

they utilise these net ownership advantages by combining with the factors of 

production from outside the home country with the ones from the host country. This 

strategy is referred to as the location advantages (‘L’) and Eden and Dai (2010) 

emphasises that it is through this advantage that taxation affects FDI. In fact, Coelho 

(2011) indicates that this Location advantage includes cultural, legal, political and 

institutional features, government legislation and policies such as taxation on 

corporate activities. 

From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that Eden and Dai (2010) outrightly states that taxes 

affect FDI through the Location or ‘L’ advantage. However, Hajkova, et al.,(2007) states that 

in principle, the tax can affect FDI through all the three OLI advantages. For instance, since 

taxation may influence MNEs decisions to invest abroad, then tax treatment of royalties and 

dividends changes (i.e. increases or reduces) the advantage related to ownership (Hajkova, et 

al., 2007). They also claim that with regards to the Location advantage (‘L’), taxation 

determines the competitiveness of the host country compared to other potential destinations of 

FDI. Finally, for internalisation, Hajkova, et al.,(2007) indicated that corporate tax may affect 

the extent to which MNEs enjoy internalisation. They say this is possible because of the 
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possibility that taxation may affect the wedge between pre-tax and post-tax rate of return on 

FDI. This Internalization as already explained is where firms themselves take advantage of the 

ownership advantages instead of permitting other companies from other countries through 

leases or rents. 

In conclusion, the two theories, Tobin’s q theory and the OLI paradigm have shown how 

taxation may affect FDI. In the literature, various authors have analysed the neoclassical 

investment theory. Interestingly, under the neoclassical investment setting most of the testing 

of the impact of taxation on FDI is twofold. Additionally, some researchers have proceeded by 

testing the effect of the tax on investment in a dual fashion. Firstly by examining the impact of 

corporate taxes on the cost of capital and then secondly testing the effects of cost of capital on 

investment (Van Parys and James, 2010). In other words, according to neoclassical investment 

theory the impact of taxes on Investment are more of an indirect effect, working through the 

cost of capital. The Eclectic Paradigm has also received a lot of attention in empirical work. 

And, for this reason, a large body of cross-sectional studies literature on tax and FDI has been 

devoted to testing the Eclectic Paradigm (Slemrod 1990). 

2.3 Empirical Review 

An inquiry into taxation and FDI has received a lot of attention in contemporary applied 

research with such studies pioneered by as early as the second half of the 1900s. In the 

literature there are four strands of empirical research on tax and FDI categorized into time 

series data studies, cross-sectional data studies, panel data studies and discrete choice data 

studies (OECD, 2007). Moreover, various authors have carried out a thorough investigation 

into the published literature so as to harmonize previous findings. For instance, De Mooij 

(2001), Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho and Lehmann (2012) and Feld and Heckemeyer (2009) 

provide comprehensive syntheses of the analysis of the empirical literature on taxation and 

FDI. 

Therefore, with guidance from these synthetic studies of the empirical analysis we, therefore, 

also review the literature to uncover what is of interest to this research. In one of the earlier 

time series studies, Hartman (1984) used an illustrative simple model of a ratio of investment 

to GNP (K/Y) between 1965 and 1979 for the USA to investigate domestic tax policy on FDI. 

He found a significant impact of domestic tax policy on FDI by estimating the following 

equation;  

 𝑙𝑛(𝐹𝐷𝐼/𝐺𝑁𝑃)𝑡 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑙𝑛(𝑟(1 − 𝑢𝑡) + 𝑎2𝑙𝑛(𝑟
0(1 − 𝑢𝑡) + 𝑎3 𝑙𝑛 {(1 − 𝜏𝑡)/(1 − 𝑢𝑡)} + 휀𝑡     (2) 
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Where-; 

The 𝑟(1 − 𝑢𝑡) measures after corporate tax rate of return on inbound FDI; 𝑟0(1 − 𝑢𝑡) measures the 

after corporate tax rate of return on US capital stock; 𝑢𝑡 is the average US corporate tax rate 

(assumed same for all domestic and foreign firms) and 𝜏𝑡 denotes the average US corporate and 

personal tax rate on income from capital. 
 

De Mooij and Ederveen (2001) interprets Hartman’s equation to imply that the term 𝑙𝑛(𝑟(1 −

𝑢)𝑡) reflects the impact on new investment while the term 𝑙𝑛(𝑟0(1 − 𝑢𝑡)) reflects the effect of 

acquiring existing capital. They also highlighted that the last term on the right, 𝑙𝑛 {(1 − 𝜏𝑡)/

(1 − 𝑢𝑡)}, the relative tax term, is meant to capture the valuation effect. Hartman (1984) 

estimated this equation in a twofold fashion by regressing ratios of returned earnings 

investments (𝐼𝑟𝑒) to GNP i.e. 
𝐼𝑟𝑒

𝐺𝑁𝑃
 and transfer from abroad Investments (𝐼𝑡) to GNP i.e 

𝐼𝑡

𝐺𝑁𝑃
 on 

the independent variables in equation one (1) above. They found significant coefficients of -

6.57, 1.44, 1.23 and -1.72 for 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2,  and 𝑎3 respectively for the returned earnings 

investments model and significant coefficients of -8.54, 0.55, 1.67 and -2.33 for 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2,  and 

𝑎3 respectively for the transfer from abroad investments model. Their findings of this study are 

that the tax rate elasticity of FDI is significant for FDI. 

However, Slemrod (1990) notes that the above study received quite a number of criticisms 

which led to extensions of Hartman’s study. Notably these extensions were done by studies 

such as Newlon (1987), Boskin and Gale (1987) and Young (1988). Based on these and other 

criticisms and extensions, the analysis of tax policy and FDI has henceforth, evolved with most 

recent studies nevertheless being refinements of the initial time series studies (OECD, 2007). 

Additionally, earlier studies by Hartman (1984) and the subsequent ones by Boskin and Gale 

(1987), Newlon (1987) and Slemrod (1990) used single time series on FDI. As noted these 

studies that used time series found weak results connecting tax and investment flows. 

Because of these seemingly weak results, Cassou (1997) extended this analysis and obtained 

relatively more robust results where he instead used panel data analysis model below; 

𝑓𝑖,𝑡 = ∝𝑖+ 𝑋𝑖,𝑡𝛽 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡,   for  t = 1, N and  t = 1,…, T                                                                              (3)      
 

Where, the i indexes countries in the sample, 𝑓𝑖,𝑡 is Foreign Direct Investment, 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 is the vector of 

explanatory variables. 𝛽 is the vector of coefficients and 𝑢𝑖,𝑡 is the error term. 
                

Panel study analysis modeling is an area of research that is now receiving considerable 

attention in taxation-FDI studies, and Cassou (1997) employs the panel analysis between the 

USA and other six countries. He found that US corporate tax rate had significant coefficients 

of negative 0.133 and negative 0.0088 for the transfer of funds investments and returned 
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earnings investments respectively. This result showed that there is a significant negative 

relationship between US corporate tax and FDI. This result suggested that a 10% increase in 

corporate tax was expected to decrease the transfer of funds and returned earnings by 1.3% and 

0.08% respectively, consistent with economic theory. Interesting in this paper was the fact that 

they further extended the inquiry by considering the impact of foreign corporate tax (i.e. as 

opposed to domestic corporate tax rate) on FDI and found a positive relationship. However, 

this approach of foreign tax policy was not considered in our research since we only 

concentrated on domestic or host country tax policy and not foreign.  

Similar to Hartman (1984), Jun (1994) used the ratio of FDI to GDP to study the effect of the 

tax on FDI. Jun (1994) also applied panel analysis to aggregate FDI data when investigating 

the impact of home and host country taxes on inbound FDI to the USA by investors from ten 

(10) other industrialised countries for the period between 1980 and 1989. Jun (1994)  found 

that home country taxes play a significant role in the behaviour of FDI (i.e. a significant 

negative effect)., Their study employed both Fixed effects and Random effects specification so 

as to avoid biased results due to the expected correlation between country error terms. Their 

study conforms to the theory that tax policy is important in determining FDI.  

Wijeweera, Dollery, and Clark (2007) also used a panel analysis for nine capital exporting 

countries to investigate the impact of corporate taxes on FDI and found a significant negative 

impact on inbound FDI in USA. They found that a percentage increase in the statutory tax rate 

was expected to decrease FDI by 1.1% and, a similar rise in the average effective tax rate was 

expected to result in a 0.63% fall in FDI. These findings are in line with economic theory 

implying that statutory and effective tax rate mattered for FDI in their research. As in the paper 

by Bellak and Leibrecht (2009), Wijeweera, Dollery, and Clark (2007) also further showed, 

that other non-tax determinants should not be taken for granted because they actually found 

them to exert a statistically significantly impact on FDI inflows. 

In another study, Wijeweera and Clarke (2006) investigated a long-run and short-run dynamics 

of corporate tax and FDI over a period of 50 years. They found a significant long-run negative 

effect of the corporate tax rate on FDI flows but found no significant short-run effect. With 

regards to the impact of taxes on total FDI, they found a significant negative impact for both 

the long-run and short-run.  They found that the tax elasticity of FDI was 1.8% in the short-run 

but 2.4% in the long-run. This elasticity suggests that a percentage point increase in corporate 

tax would be expected to reduce FDI by 1.8% and 2.4% in the short- and long-run 
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respectively. With regards to the transfer of funds, they found that the expected significant 

negative sign of tax elasticities of transfer of funds at 3.7% and 4.2% in the short and long run 

respectively. The results of this investigation jointly suggested that indeed the US could make 

use of tax policy to attract FDI and, therefore, taxes do matter for FDI.  

Using firm-level panel data, Cummins and Hubbard (1995) tested the structural models of 

investment decisions and found that tax parameters impact on FDI in exactly the same way as 

the neoclassical investment model predicts. In a study seeking to investigate whether corporate 

income tax rates are high enough to influence investments in Ghana, Ahiabor and Amoah 

(2013) used annual data for 1970-2010 and found that corporate rates affect investments in the 

long-run but found no significant impact over the short-term. The tax elasticity of FDI for their 

findings was that a percentage increase in corporate tax would reduce investment by 0.36%. 

For studies on tax incentives, panel analyses still enjoy dominance. For instance, Klemm and 

Van Parys (2012) utilised a data set of 40 Latin American, Caribbean and African countries for 

the period 1985-2004. They tested the theoretical prediction that higher tax incentives (i.e. 

reduced the cost of capital) lead to greater investment. Klemm and Van Parys (2012) found 

that corporate income tax rate and extended periods of tax holidays were effective in attracting 

FDI in Latin America and the Caribbean but not for Africa. Specifically, using the within 

group estimation and the systems generalised methods of moments they found that a 10% 

increase in corporate tax was expected to decrease FDI by 0.31% and 0.32% respectively.   

However, in recent decades several scholars have used the Gravity model to study tax effects 

on bilateral FDI flows and this model is ideal for this setting. The model was used by Bellak 

and Leibrecht (2009) when they empirically investigated 56 bilateral relationships using seven 

home countries and eight host countries for taxation and FDI from 1995-2003. They tested the 

hypothesis that a high corporate tax burden acts as a deterrent to FDI flows and found a robust 

tax elasticity suggesting the relevance of tax policy to FDI. The model they estimated was the 

one below; 

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝑏1𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑖𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑌𝑗𝑡 + 𝑏3𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑗 + 𝑏4𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝑏5𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝑏6𝑊𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑡                          (4) 

Where;  

The 𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the log of net FDI outflow from home country i to host country j at time t, 𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑖𝑡 

is the log of GDP in country i at time t and same for 𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑗𝑡 for country j at time t, 𝑙𝑛𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝑖𝑗 is 

the log of the distance between countries i and j, 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 are location factors, which vary between 

country-pairs and over time, 𝑍𝑖𝑗 are location factors, which vary over country pairs only,  𝑊𝑗𝑡 
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are location factors, which vary over time and over host countries, 𝛾𝑡 are time dummies (TD), 

𝛼𝑖𝑗 are country-pair-specific effects and 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the remainder error term. 

 

In their inquiry, Bellak and Leibrecht (2009) showed the importance of tax policy to FDI. They 

found that the corporate tax had a significant influence when compared with other 

determinants of FDI. Their result suggested that a 10% increase in corporate income tax rate, 

ceteris paribus, was expected to decrease net FDI outflow by 43% for the two variations of the 

above model that they estimated. Most studies use the above modelling framework with a 

small variation in parameters. For instance, Coelho (2011) investigated tax and FDI for nine 

(9) OECD countries over a period of seven years (i.e. 2000-2006 for independent variable and 

2001-2007 for dependent variable). Coelho (2011) used a one-year lagged gravity model and 

found that there is a significant effect of taxation on foreign investment. Different variations of 

the gravity model were estimated, and all were found to be robust with significant negative tax 

effect. Their result suggested that a 10% increase in the tax burden was expected to decrease 

FDI by a range of 39% to 59% for the variations of the estimated models respectively. 

Demekas, et al.,(2007) applied generalised methods of moments (GMM) on a dynamic panel 

data model when analysing the role of policies on FDI in European transitional economies. 

They found that high unit labour cost, high corporate tax burden, and a high level of imports 

tariffs discouraged FDI. However, it was found in their study that bilateral foreign exchange 

rate and trade regime have a positive effect on FDI. Further, the study found that tax holidays 

and domestic corruption seemed not to have a significant effect on FDI. 

In conclusion, our review of the literature reveals that there are many approaches to studying 

the impact of taxes on FDI in most of these studies showed that taxes have a negative impact. 

This result is in tandem with the theoretical economic cornerstones. The observed departure in 

the many results was mainly in the differences in the significance of the impact of the tax on 

FDI. Nonetheless, the majority of the reviewed literature in this study indicated a one-sided 

effect of the tax on FDI mostly.  However, Tavares-Lehmann, et al.,(2012) and Feld and 

Heckemeyer (2009) show in harmonised reviews of literature that there is no clear relationship 

between tax and FDI. 
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3.0 Methodology 

In this section, we present the theory of the methodological underpinnings that this research 

dwells on which is under the umbrella of Panel Data Models. Specifically, we consider the 

general panel data model, fixed effects model, Random Effects model and the Dynamic Panel 

Data Model. After that, we discuss the econometric specification of the models for our 

estimation. 

3.1 The Panel Data Models 

The models applied in this research are panel data models based on Baum (2006) who states 

that the simple linear panel data model takes the form; 

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑋𝑘,𝑖,𝑡
𝑘
𝑘=1 𝛽𝑘,𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡                                                                                                            (5)  

Where; 

 𝑖=1,…,N (i.e. 𝑖 is the group identifier),  t=1,…,T (i.e 𝑡 is the within group index)  and 𝑢𝑖,𝑡 is the error. 

The model above, simply says there multiple observations over time for the same individual 

units. But as far as our research is concerned, the above modeling can be interpreted according 

to our context. In that vein, we had twelve (12) countries as individual units and ten years 

(2004-2013) as within group indices. Baum (2006) underscores the fact that ignoring such 

panel data set ups, by instead estimating a pooled regression model would mean putting too 

many restrictions on the model. He says these many constraints in the end, bring to the fore 

some estimation technical hitches such as heteroskedasticity across panels and serial 

correlation within groups. According to Greene (2012) these panel data models give an 

opportunity of learning about the underlying economic processes in the data. Specifically, in 

this research these economic processes are related to how corporate tax policy affects FDI over 

a ten-year period for twelve countries. 

According to Davidson and MacKinnon (2004) the two most common ways of estimating 

panel data models, are mostly based on the Error-Components Model (ECM). The basic idea 

of this ECM is to specify the error term in equation (5) above as consisting of two or three 

separate and independent shocks. Such decomposition implies that the error term in equation 

(5), based on the ECM may be equal to; 

𝑢𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 + 휀𝑖𝑡     (6)                                                                                                        
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒; 
𝑣𝑡  affects all observations for time period 𝑡, 𝑐𝑖 affects all observations for cross section unit 𝑖 
and 휀𝑖𝑡 affects only observations 𝑖, 𝑡. 
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Therefore, the equation (5) and (6) above can be used to come up with the general panel data 

model as shown in equation (7) below.  

 𝑦𝑖,𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑋𝑘,𝑖,𝑡
𝑘
𝑘=1 𝛽𝑘,𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑣𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡                                                                                   (7)   

Additionally, depending on what assumptions we make about the time and group-specific 

effect we end up with either the fixed or random effect model specification. According to 

Davidson and MacKinnon (2004), the assumption about the group-specific effect (i.e. 𝑐𝑖) that 

can be made can either be fixed or random. The irony here is actually clarified by Greene 

(2012) who rightly puts it that this terminology of fixed effects simply signifies that the group 

or time specific effect (i.e. 𝑐𝑖 or 𝑣𝑡)  is correlated with the explanatory variables in 𝑋𝑘,𝑖,𝑡 and 

when they are termed random, it means that the group or time specific effect is uncorrelated 

with the explanatory variables in 𝑋𝑘,𝑖,𝑡. Just like Davidson and MacKinnon (2004) specify their 

linear model by eliminating the time effect so as to simplify the specification, we also 

eliminate the time effect, though our specification is based on Greene (2012) in matrix form 

but without the time effect as shown below. 

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 =  𝑋𝑖,𝑡
′ 𝛽 + 𝐶𝑖 + 휀𝑖,𝑡                                                                                                             (8) 

Where, 𝑐𝑖 is the group-specific effect and includes the constant term. Therefore, as clarified by 

Greene (2012) the terminology of fixed or random specification has much to do with the 

correlation or lack of correlation of the group-specific effect with the explanatory variables as 

opposed to implying that a certain variable is literally fixed or random. Greene (2012) suggests 

that the fixed effect model arises from the assumption that 𝑐𝑖 has a correlation with the other 

included explanatory variables (𝑋𝑖,𝑡) in the model. This fixed effect assumption is expressed 

mathematically as  𝐸[𝑐𝑖|𝑋𝑖] =  ℎ(𝑋𝑖) ≠ 0. Therefore, when the unobserved group-specific 

effect (i.e. 𝑐𝑖) is correlated with the explanatory variables then fixed effects modeling is better 

suited, implying that differences across countries can be captured in the constant term, 𝑐𝑖 

(Baum 2006).  On the other hand, it is also possible that the explanatory variables and the 

group-specific effects are in fact, not correlated at all i.e 𝐸[𝑐𝑖|𝑋𝑖] = 0 and this leads to a 

specification known as Random effects model (RE) specification (Greene 2012).  

Finally, in this research we have a firm conviction that the previous period level of FDI may 

have an impact on the current level of FDI. In fact, Demekas, et al.,(2007) in their study of the 

role of policies on FDI in European transitional economies, they use the dynamic panel data 
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estimation. They do this by applying generalised methods of moments (GMM)  and include the 

lagged FDI as one of the explanatory variables. Therefore, the use of lagged model is achieved 

in a dynamic panel data models setting, and according to Greene (2012) the dynamic panel 

data model in matrix form takes the form below;  

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖,𝑡
′ 𝛽 +  𝛿𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝑐𝑖 + 휀𝑖,𝑡                                                                                                           (9) 

Where, 𝑦𝑖,𝑡 is the vector of dependent variable for the individual countries at time t, 𝑥𝑖,𝑡
′  is a 

vector of explanatory variables, 𝛽 and 𝛿  are coefficients to be estimated, 𝑐𝑖 is the unobserved 

effects (random or fixed) and 휀𝑖𝑡 is the error term. 

The basic assumptions of this dynamic panel data model with their respective mathematical 

expressions based on Greene ( 2012) are;  

(i) Strict exogeneity: 𝐸[휀𝑖𝑡|𝑋𝑖, 𝑐𝑖] = 0; Meaning that the error term is neither related to the 

explanatory variables nor the group-specific effects. 

(ii) Homoscedascticity: 𝐸[휀𝑖𝑡
2 |𝑋𝑖, 𝑐𝑖] = 𝜎𝜀

2; Meaning that each disturbance has the same 

variance of 𝜎𝜀
2  

(iii) Nonautocorrelation: 𝐸[휀𝑖𝑡휀𝑗𝑠|𝑋𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖] = 0 if 𝑡 ≠ 𝑠; This means that the error term is 

uncorrelated with every other distinct error term. 

(iv)  Uncorrelated observation: 𝐸[휀𝑖𝑡휀𝑗𝑠|𝑋𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖, 𝑋𝑗 , 𝑐𝑗 ] = 0 for  𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and for all 𝑡 and 𝑠;  

(v) effects may be fixed or random: 𝐸[휀𝑖𝑡|𝑋𝑖, 𝑐𝑖] = 𝑔(𝑋𝑖); This depends on whether the error 

term is independent of the group-specific effect or the explanatory variables. 

Greene (2012) explains that the treatment of the dynamic model so as to get consistent 

estimation results requires first transforming the panel data model by applying first 

differencing, and this gets rid of the unobserved effects. In fact, Bond (2002) also explains that 

the first difference transformation eliminates the individual effect from the model and below is 

the said transformed model; 

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 = (𝑥𝑖,𝑡
′ − 𝑥𝑖,𝑡−1)𝛽 +  𝛿(𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1) + (휀𝑖,𝑡 − 휀𝑖,𝑡−1)                                                (10) 

Furthermore, he says that despite this transformation both OLS and GLS based on the 

differenced series are still inconsistent unless applying the instrumental variable estimator on 

the differenced series. Implying the use of instrumental variables solves the inconsistency 

estimation by either OLS or GLS. Meaning that, regressing the differenced dependent 

variables, on the differenced lagged dependent and explanatory variables and utilising 

instrumental variables would achieve consistent and efficient estimation.  
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In conclusion, the choice of the panel data models for analysing the topic at hand is 

necessitated by the analytical advantages of these methodologies and also on the nature of the 

data being used in this research. According to  Gujarati (2004), some of the advantages of the 

panel data models are; 

(i) Panel data series are mostly subject to heterogeneity across individual units, but the use 

of panel data models takes this into consideration when carrying out estimations.  

(ii) Combining time series across sections of observations affords the researcher the 

possibility of presenting informative results, having less collinearity in variables, having 

more degrees of freedom and more efficient estimations. 

(iii) Panel data models are good suited when studying dynamics of changes  

(iv)  And finally, panel data models enable researchers to study more complicated behavioral 

models. 

On the other hand, Baltagi (2005) notes that the panel data models are not an all weather type 

of analysis but also have some limitations such as; 

(i) There design and data collection problems which arise in panel data models. 

Specifically, these problems are related to the design of panel surveys. 

(ii) More often there is presence of distortions of the measurement errors due to faulty 

responses 

(iii) The presence of short time dimensions has the implication that the arguments for 

asymptotics falls short. For instance, our dynamic panel data model that we estimated 

in this research might not have achieved the best of results. This is because dynamic 

panel data models, as emphasised by Baum (2006), are best suited for big panel data 

series but our data had a short time frame. 

(iv)  Panel data models over long periods and across countries or sections have the 

characteristic inherent in them that they do not account for cross-country dependency 

that may have adverse effects on the estimations obtained. 

In conclusion, then the panel data models have their pros and cons and so in summary this 

research bears in mind some of the pitfalls of these models. 

3.2 The Main Variables  

To understand and draw the proper conclusion from the analysis of Tax Policy and FDI there 

is need to define the concepts clearly, in a manner that gives the analysis ability to provide 

intuitive results. Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho and Lehmann (2012) highlight the importance of 
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this undertaking because both FDI and taxes are concepts covering the heterogeneous 

phenomenon. Meaning that empirical results will be different or unique to different tax types 

and various forms of FDI rendering the definition of concepts necessary. 

3.2.1 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

Todaro (2012) presents the basic idea that a country’s international financial situation is 

reflected in the balance of payments (BoP) and monetary reserves components. He says this 

depends not only on the commodity trade part but also on the net inflow or outflow of private 

and public funds. Todaro (2012) defines the concept of international flow of funds as 

consisting of three parts as indicated below; 

(i) Private foreign direct and portfolio investment: As the name suggests this is made up of 

two forms i.e. Foreign Direct Investment, which is equity investments by large 

transnational corporations mostly with headquarters in developed countries. And Foreign 

Portfolio Investment is the financial investments in developing countries’ credit and stock 

markets by private individuals, companies, pension funds and mutual funds 

(ii) Remittances of earnings by international migrants and public. 

(iii) Public and private development assistance. This type of international flow of funds is 

called foreign aid and also has two components. The first is the one coming from 

individual national governments and donor agencies and the second one is the type 

coming from private non-governmental organisations mostly dealing directly with 

developing countries at the local level. 

According to Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho, and Lehmann (2012), FDI can either be a stock or 

flow concept. They say that FDI can be a stock variable, in the sense that it consists of a 

fraction of a foreign affiliate’s capital and reserves to the parent enterprise. And they say it can 

be a flow concept by referring to those trades corresponding to capital transactions between the 

parent company and the subsidiary. Tavares-Lehmann, Coelho, and Lehmann (2012) further 

state that FDI may be classified according to the form and mode of establishment either as 

Mergers and acquisition (M&A) or merely Greenfields investments. In fact in recent literature 

we now have what is being termed Brownfields investments, where companies lease or 

purchase production activity  (Letto-Gillies, 2012). 

In this paper, our interest is the first kind of the first form of the international flow of financial 

resources, the foreign direct investment (i.e. FDI). In fact, the international guidelines based on 

the Balance of Payments Manual (Sixth Edition) defines foreign direct investment.The manual 

defines FDI as the category of cross-border Investment associated with a resident (i.e. direct 
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investor) in one economy having control or a significant degree of influence on the 

management of an enterprise (i.e. direct investment enterprise) that is resident in another 

economy (IMF, 2009 pp100-101).  

The variable used as a proxy for Private foreign direct investment in the research is the net FDI 

inflow as a percentage of GDP. FDI net inflow is defined by World Bank3as the net inflows of 

investment to acquire a lasting management interest in a foreign enterprise. Klemm and Van 

Parys (2012) state that dividing FDI by GDP allows for comparison across countries. 

3.2.2 Corporate Income Tax 

Ahiawodzi and Tsorhe (2013) define taxation as a mechanism for imposing and collecting of 

revenue from private agents in the economy by the government so as to finance the 

government’s expenditure. The perspective of tax policy in this research paper is from the 

narrow point of view corporate income tax due to data limitations. However, scholars such as 

De Mooij (2001), have utilised different tax policies in the analysis of taxation and FDI. 

Coelho (2011) summarises the approaches to studying tax policy from literature as displayed 

in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Concepts of Tax Rates 
Statutory tax rate 

(STR)  

The basic measure of corporate income taxes. It is the marginal rate of 

tax applied to any additional income including profits and surcharges 

given the level of allowances. 

Tax Base  Percentage of the MNE income available for tax deductions calculated 

through depreciation allowances and other allowances 

Average tax rate 

(ATR)  

Taxes paid by firms divided by a measure of operating surplus. 

Effective tax rate 

(either marginal or 

average)  

Percentage reduction in the financial rate of return on an investment 

due to the fiscal system of the host country. 

Effective marginal 

tax rate (EMTR)  
Measures the gap between pre and post-tax return on a marginal 
investment project that does not yield economic rent 

Effective average 

tax rate (EATR)  

Measures the gap between pre- and post-tax return on an investment 

project on which firms might earn an economic rent 

Bilateral corporate 

effective tax rates 

(BEATR) 

Refers to the scaled difference between the pre- and post-tax net 

present values of FDI with a given infra-marginal financial rate of 

return 

Source: Elaboration of Coelho (2011) based on (Devereux and Griffith (2002)  

Quantitatively, the conventional measures of tax policy that assess the net effect of taxes are 

the marginal effective tax rates (METR) and the average effective tax rates (AETR). Their 

                                                           

3 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BM.KLT.DINV.GD.ZS 
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advantage is that they can be used with reference to statutory tax provisions alone, without 

worrying about actual tax revenues collected (OECD, 2007). Therefore, it follows that the 

focus of the research paper is on corporate tax as a proxy for tax policy. As far as this research 

is concerned this choice of the primary measure of tax is appropriate because of the problems 

of data limitations. Additionally, the incentive to undertake new investments using a tax 

system typically uses the effective marginal tax rates as a measure of tax (Slemrod, 1990). 

Wijeweera, Dollery, and Clark (2007) applied corporate income tax rates in their study of tax 

and FDI. They found a statistically significant negative effect at the 5% level, suggesting that a 

1% increase in the statutory corporate tax rate reduced FDI inflows by 1.1%. 

3.3 The Control Variables  

One of the control variables that we use in our modelling is the GDP per capita. Most studies 

have indicated that market size is a significant determinant of FDI and hence have utilised it in 

their estimation for tax policy and FDI studies (Bellak and Leibrecht, 2009). Hence, to control 

for this in our model we have incorporated the GDP per capita as a proxy for market size. 

Additionally, Billington (1999) also applied such a basis for selecting GDP as a proxy for 

market size in his study of FDI. The other seemingly obvious choice of a possible control 

variable is the real effective exchange rate (REER). In fact, Salvatore (2007) states that REER 

is a good measure as it shows how the competitiveness of a country changes. Nevertheless, the 

limitation of using this specification in our study was due to the unavailability of data. Hence, 

the resolve in this study is to consider the real exchange rate instead. Bénassy-Quéré, et 

al.,(2005) incorporated the exchange rate when considering whether taxes matter for FDI in 

OECD, by using the logarithm of the bilateral real exchange rate.  

Additionally, we included an end-year consumer price index or inflation rate in our study. We 

applied inflation rate based on data from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators. 

And accordingly the World Bank defines indicates that this consumer price index reflects the 

annual percentage change in the cost of the average consumer of getting a representative 

basket of commodities4. Bellak and Leibrecht (2009) also included inflation and classified it as 

a transition specific location advantage factor. In fact, they note, based on Buch and Lipponer 

(2004), that inflation is included in such studies so as to proxy macroeconomic instability that 

may occur in transition economies. Finally, we used total unemployment as a percentage of the 

total labour force based on the International labour Organisation estimates (modelled ILO 

                                                           

4 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/FP.CPI.TOTL.ZG 
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estimate) as another control variable, from World development indicators. This 

Unemployment refers to the share of the labour force that is without work but available for and 

seeking employment5. 

3.4 Econometric Model Specification 

Having discussed the theoretical underpinnings of the models of interest and the variables for 

inclusion into our research, below are the econometric specifications of the models we applied 

when investigating the topic under review. Jun (1994) noted that studies of this nature require 

lagged explanatory variables so as to capture delayed effect of policy variables on Investment. 

The lagging makes intuitive sense for tax policy and FDI, because changes in taxation may not 

impact foreign investment immediately, but may take a while to have an effect. Therefore, to 

accommodate this phenomenon the models applied had lagged explanatory variables as shown 

below. 

𝑦𝑖,𝑡 =  𝑥𝑖,𝑡−1
′ 𝛾 + 𝐶𝑖 + 휀𝑖𝑡                                                                                                            (11) 

Where; The 𝑦𝑖,𝑡 is the vector of dependent variable for the individual countries at time t, 

𝑥𝑖,𝑡−1
′  is a vector of previous period explanatory variables, 𝐶𝑖 is the vector of group-specific 

effects plus constant term, which is constant over time, 𝛽, 𝛾 and 𝛼 coefficients and 휀𝑖𝑡 is the 

error term. 

 

Therefore, the two actual econometric specifications for estimation in the study are the general 

panel data model and the dynamic panel data model shown below respectively. 

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =  𝛽 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽5𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽6𝑙𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡−1  (12) 

And  
𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =   𝛽 + 𝛿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽5𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽6𝑙𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡       (13) 

 

Where, the 𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡−1 is the logarithm of the previous period FDI inflow (i.e. the lagged dependent 

variable, 𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡  is logarithm of the current corporate income tax rate, 𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 is logarithm of 

previous period corporate income tax rate, 𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 is logarithm of previous real gross domestic 

product per capita, 𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 is logarithm of previous unemployment, ln𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡is logarithm of Inflation 

rate and 𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡 is the logarithm of real exchange rate. 

 

3.5 Data and Estimation Procedure 

The data applied in this research is secondary data, whose principal source is the Word Bank’s 

World Development Indicators (WDI) and Ernst & Young’s annual World corporate tax guide 

reports for the periods 2004-2013. A summary of the data that was used in this research is 

                                                           

5 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.UEM.TOTL.ZS/countries/1W?display=graph 
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provided in the Appendix section. Our panel data has twelve (12) Southern African countries 

for the period between 2004 and 2013. These Southern African countries are Botswana, 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 

Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, and Zambia. 

Before our estimations, we first checked for unit roots in the panel data used in this research. 

Recent literature such as Pesaran and Smith (1995), Choi (2001), Levin, et al.,(2002), Im, et 

al.,(2003) and Harris, et al.,(2010), suggest checking unit root tests in panel data and this is 

gaining space in empirical research making use of panel data. Nonetheless, most of these tests 

are each ideal for unique types of panel datasets. In our particular case, our data in this 

research has twelve (12) countries as individual units and a ten-year period from 2004 to 2013 

implying it has more individual units than the period. According to Abdullah, et al., (2007) the 

Im-Pesaran-Shin Unit (IPS) root test has been found to be ideal for data with short time 

observations. Therefore, we adopt this approach to testing for the unit root in our research. 

According to Hoang and McNown (2006) the model framework of the Im-Pesaran-Shin (IPS) 

Unit root test is as follows; 

Model is;                   𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜌𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡 ,     𝑖 = 1,2… , 𝑇                                                    (14) 

And the hypotheses are;    𝐻0: there is unit root in the data 𝐨𝐫 𝜌𝑖 = 1,     𝑖 = 1,2… ,𝑁 

                                           𝐻1: Data is stationary 𝐨𝐫 𝜌𝑖 < 1, 𝑖 = 1,2… ,𝑁1, 𝜌𝑖 = 1, 𝑖 = 𝑁1 + 1,𝑁2 + 2,… ,𝑁 

According to Abdullah, et al.,(2007) the Im-Pesaran-Shin (IPS) model initially estimates either 

the Dickey-fuller (DF) or Augmented Dickey-fuller (ADF) for all Individual units as shown 

below; 

DF:  𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜌𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡 ,     𝑖 = 1,2… , 𝑇                                                                                       (15) 

ADF: 𝑦𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜌𝑖𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝜃𝑖𝑗  ∆𝑦𝑖,𝑡−𝑗
𝜌𝑖
𝑗=1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡 ,   𝑖 = 1,2… , 𝑇                                        (16) 

Besides this estimation of either the DF or ADF, they further say, IPS model then computes a 

t-statistic (i. e. 𝑡𝑖,𝜏  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑁) for testing the unit root in individual series (i.e. 𝜌𝑖 = 1) 

and then summarises this into a test statistic for the panel data model, which they call 𝑡̅  given 

by; 𝑡̅ =
1

𝑁
 ∑ 𝑡𝑖,𝜏

𝑁
𝑖=1 . After the unit root test, we proceeded to run the Fixed and Random Effects 

model regression of FDI on corporate tax rate and the other control variables. Finally, based on 

the Hausman test we chose the model that gave consistent and efficient estimations. 

Additionally, we carried out a dynamic panel data estimation. 
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4.0 Data, Results and Evidence 

The summary below provides descriptive statistics for the panel data used in this research. 

Table 3: Summary Statistics 
Variable Mean    Standard Deviation      Min         Max            Observations                  

FDI Overall 

Between 

                          within                                   

 $1,090             $1,800m                 $13.90m     $9,890m               N=120         

                         $1,430m                 $78.80m     $5,250m               n= 12 

                         $1,150m                ($3,540m)   $5,820m                �̅�= 10 

                 CIT   Overall                  

Between 

                                     within 

 29.69%              5.67%                   15.00%      40.00%                 N=120   

                           5.40%                   18.75%      39.30%                  n=12 

                           2.29%                   24.20%      36.70%                 �̅�=10 

   Unemployment Overall 

Between 

                                    within 

 13.06%             8.74%                     2.00%       37.60%                 N=120    

                          8.76%                     3.02%       28.23%                  n=12 

                          2.34%                     8.34%       29.24%                  �̅�=10 

            GDP/Capita Overall                 

Between 

                                    within 

$2,288.7         $3,437.21                 $211.29      $7027.25              N=120     

                       $3,515.86                 $239.04      $6048.65               n=12 

                       $466.97                  $1,361.22     $3267.31               �̅�=10 

          Inflation Overall        

Between 

                                   within 

 8.39%              4.53%                     1.38%       27.28%                  N=120    

                         2.48%                      5.59%       12.95%                  n=12 

                         3.85%                    -0.89%       22.73%                  �̅�=10 

Real Exchange Rate   Overall        

Between 

                                    within 

                                                                                                         N=120                                         

                                                                                                         n=12 

                                                                                                         �̅�=10 

Source: Own Compilation from STATA summary statistics 

*FDI is the foreign direct investment net inflow, CIT is the Corporate Income tax rate and the Real 

exchange rate expressed in the local currency against the dollar. The observation is that variation is 

more in between than within panels. Displayed also, are overall means for the available number of 

observations for a particular variable.  

4.1 Panel Data Unit Root Test 

In this section, we discuss the results of the Im-Pesaran-Shin (IPS) Panel Data Unit Root test 

results.  

Table 4: Unit Root Test: Im-Pesaran-Shin Unit Root Test 
Variables                                                                   w-t-bar Statistics                                 P-Value 

Foreign Direct Investment (lnfdi)                              -3.9083                                                  0.0006 
Inflation (lninflag1)                                                      -2.3879                                                  0.0085 
GDP per capita (lngpclag1)                                         -380.00                                                 0.0000 
Exchange rate (lnerlag1)                                            -25.9558                                                0.0000 

Source: Own STATA results for unit root test  
The null hypothesis: 𝐻0 There is unit root in the data. The results above do not show the results for 
corporate income tax and Unemployment. This is because the variables had more of fixed values and 
hence we could not compute this test.  
 

As the results of the data analysis clearly show in Table 4 above, the p-values for foreign direct 

investment, inflation, GDP per capita and the exchange rate are all significant. This means that 

the data was found to be stationary in levels. However, data series for unemployment (U) and 

corporate income tax rate (CIT) were not sufficient to carry out the unit root test. Therefore, 
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we applied another way of checking for this by plotting the time plots and based on the time 

plots below we can safely claim that the series do indeed display stationarity. 

 Figure 4:  Time plot of Unemployment and Corporate income tax rate 

 Source: own STATA Regression Results using WDI Data and Ernst &Young Data 
Figure 4 shows the time plots of unemployment and corporate income tax for the 12 countries in our 

sample. It emphasizes the high likelihood that the data for these two series that we could not compute 

the unit root test for based on the insufficiency of data was also stationary.        

Therefore, this implies that the panel data for all the variables is stationary, and hence we 

proceed to estimating the models and run the regression without running the risk of obtaining 

unauthentic or spurious regression results.    

4.2 Estimation Results 

In the subsections below, we present our findings from our analysis for three model 

specifications that were estimated which are the fixed effects model, random effects model and 

dynamic panel data model. This estimation is in such a way that we evaluated three forms for 

each model with variations in forms solely based on the number of control variables present in 

the model. The use of separate models is done so that we observe the changes in the 

significance levels for the models with and without certain variables. The first model (M1) 

incorporated the fewest explanatory variables with inflation and real exchange rate excluded. 

Then we proceeded to the second (M2) and third (M3) models by adding the inflation and real 
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exchange rate variables one at a time respectively. We finally ran the regressions (but noting 

the consequences of doing this on the standard errors) in the three models for Fixed Effects, 

Random Effects and Dynamic Panel Data Models. The three forms of models estimated had 

the control variables, as shown below,  

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =   𝛽 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡                                                         (M1) 

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =   𝛽 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽6𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡                               (M2)  

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =  𝛽 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽5𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽6𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡−1 + 휀𝑖,𝑡    (M3)                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

4.2a. Fixed Effects and Random Effects Estimation Results 

The regression results displayed in the fixed effects and Random effects model specification 

with regards to the above three models is shown Table 5 below. 

 

Table 5: Fixed Effects Model Regression Results 
                     Fixed Effects Model                                Random Effects GLS Estimation 
FDI                                         Model 1         Model 2      Model 3                 Model 1      Model 2        Model 3      

Constant                                    22.609*      23.004*     20.780*               19.980*      20.522*      18.947* 

                                                  (3.785)        (3.863)      (4.271)                 (3.539)       (3.628)        (4.051) 

Corporate Tax Rate(t)               -4.456*       -4.569*      -4.561*                -3.522*      -3.688*        -3.690*       

                                                  (1.015)        (1.038)      (1.111)                 (0.964)       (0.985)        (1.039) 

Corporate Tax Rate(t-1)             2.820*        2.889*       2.888*                  2.786*       2.857*         2.850* 

                                                  (0.903)        (0.914)      (0.954)                 (0.890)       (0.897)        (0.929) 

Unemployment(t-1)                  -0.425**     -0.404       -0.099                   -0.465        -0.447          -0.285 

                                                  (0.322)       (0.325)       (0.520)                 (0.302)       (0.306)        (0.491) 

GDP per Capita(t-1)                  0.534**     0.520**     0.620*                    0.501**      0.495**     0.579* 

                                                  (0.216)       (0.218)       (0.233)                 (0.199)       (0.202)        (0.216) 

Inflation (t-1)                                               -0.096         0.066                                      -0.062          0.061 

                                                                     (0.170)      (0.228)                                     (0.171)       (0.226) 

Real exchange rate(t-1)                                                  0.152                                                           0.089 

                                                                                          (0.167)                                                        (0.158) 

Sigma u                                         1.4783         1.4902      1.4915                   1.1195        1.2068        1.3408 

Sigma e                                         0.7875         0.7903       0.8134                  0.7875        0.7903        0.8134 

    Rho*****                                     0.7790         0.7805       0.7708                  0.6690        0.6999        0.7310 
Model Statistics:     

 

Fixed Effects Model                                            F-Statistic                                     Significance, Prob>F 

                                                            Model1             Model2           Model3         Model1   Model2   Model3                             

F test that all coefficients  𝛽𝑖 = 0;    F(4,96)=5.86     F(5,95)= 4.72      F(6,82) = 3.70    0.0003    0.0007    0.0026 

F test that all 𝑢𝑖 = 0                     F(11,96)=17.86   F(11,95)= 17.76  F(11,82) = 15.11  0.0000   0.0000    0.0000 

Random Effects Model                                       F-Statistic                                     Significance, Prob>F 

                                                          Model1             Model2           Model3             Model1 Model2   Model3                             

Wald Test that all                            𝐶ℎ𝑖2(4) = 18.19     𝐶ℎ𝑖2(5) = 18.86  𝐶ℎ𝑖2(6) = 18.77    0.0011   0.0020     0.0046 

 Coefficients,  𝛽𝑖 = 0;    

Source: own STATA Regression Results using WDI Data and Ernst &Young Data 
*significant at 1%, **significant at 10% level and *** significant at 5% level. The model statistics in the table show that both 

the F-test and Wald Test are significant for all estimated fixed effects and Random effect models. Meaning the model 

specification is robust.  The figures in brackets are standard errors. *****The interclass correlation, Rho, shows the 

variance due to the difference across panels i.e. 77.9%, 78.1% and 77.1% for models M1, M2 and M3 respectively for FE 

model, while for the RE model, this variation due to differences across panels is less at 66.9%, 70% and 73% respectively. 
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The results above shows for both the fixed and random effects model specification relating to 

all the three varying models that we estimated. We first start by interpreting the results for the 

fixed effects model. As seen in Table 5 above current corporate income tax rates have a 

negative effect on foreign direct investment in all the models (i.e. M1, M2 and M3), which is 

in line with previous research. The model without exchange rate and inflation (M1), suggests 

that a percentage increase in the current corporate income tax will reduce FDI by 4.5%. While 

the one with inflation and exchange rate (i.e. M2 and M3), suggested that a percentage 

increase of current corporate income tax rates was expected to reduce FDI by 4.57% and 

4.57% respectively. Therefore, in all the three models current CIT and FDI have a significant 

negative relationship (at 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance). However, the previous 

period corporate income tax rate shows a rather different result from the current rates of 

corporate income tax rate. The regression results show a very significant positive relationship 

between previous period CIT and FDI for all the three models (at 1%, 5% and 10% levels of 

significance).  Implying that a percentage point increase in previous CIT increases FDI by 

2.82%, 2.89% and 2.89% for models M1, M2 and M3 respectively. 

As for the other control variables used in the study, unemployment portrayed a negative but 

insignificant result in all the three models. These findings suggested that a percentage point 

increase in previous period unemployment is expected to decrease FDI by 2.82%, 2.89% and 

2.89% for models M1, M2 and M3 respectively. However, despite the insignificance of this 

negative relationship, the result conforms to economic theory. The Economic intuition that a 

decrease in unemployment (i.e. increase in employment) raises the disposable income of a 

population implying that the market becomes relatively more endowed thereby encouraging 

investment. This positive relationship between market size and FDI is, in fact, also confirmed 

in this research, and the result is in tandem with previous studies. We found that GDP per 

capita indeed, has a significant positive effect on FDI. This finding, therefore, suggests that a 

one percentage point increase in GDP per capita was expected to increase FDI by 0.53%, 

0.52% and 0.62% for M1, M2 and M3 respectively. Inflation rate only appears in M2 and M3, 

and based on these two models the impact of inflation is insignificant and uncertain. This 

uncertainty is because model M2 showed an insignificant negative relationship between 

Inflation and FDI while model M3 showed an insignificant positive relationship between 

Inflation and FDI. And finally, the real exchange rate that only appears in models M3 but 

showed an insignificant positive relationship with FDI. 
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Similarly, the random effects model GLS regression results showed similar results as the fixed 

effects with the differences mainly based on the magnitude of the elasticities. Therefore, all the 

three models also showed that current corporate income tax rate have a negative effect on 

foreign direct investment. This effect signifies that a percentage point increase in the current 

corporate income tax is expected to reduce FDI by 3.5%, 3.7% and 3.7% for the models M1, 

M2 and M3 respectively. Therefore, just as in the FE estimation results, current CIT and FDI 

have a significant negative relationship (at 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance) for all the 

three models. However, as in our FE models, the random effects model regression results show 

a very significant positive relationship between previous period CIT and FDI for all the three 

models. This relationship was at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance. Suggesting that a 

percentage point increase in previous CIT is expected to increase FDI by 2.79%, 2.86% and 

2.85% for models M1, M2 and M3 respectively. 

Also, the control variables had similar results as in the fixed effects model. For instance, 

Unemployment had negative but insignificant result for all the three models in the Random 

effects specification. The result suggested that a percentage point increase in previous period 

unemployment was expected to decrease FDI by 2.82%, 2.89% and 2.89% for M1, M2 and 

M3 respectively. The obtained result conforms to economic theory. GDP per capita had a 

significant positive effect on FDI, just as in the case of the FE model. Suggesting that a one 

percentage point increase in GDP per capita expected to increases FDI by 0.50%, 0.50% and 

0.58% for M1, M2 and M3 respectively. The inflation rate also showed a mixed insignificant 

result in the random effects model. This uncertainty was because, in model M2 it showed an 

insignificantly negative relationship with FDI while, in model M3, it showed an insignificantly 

positive relationship with FDI.  

Having considered the fixed and random effects models and observed that they gave similar 

results for the two models we proceeded to check and choose which model was appropriate for 

our data using the Hausman test. Table 6 below shows the Hausman test results, 

Table 6: Hausman test for Fixed or Random effect model 
Models                               Chi-Square Statistic                                               Significance, Prob > 𝑪𝒉𝒊𝟐 

M 1                                     𝐶ℎ𝑖2(4)= 13.21                                                                       0.0103 
M 2                                      𝐶ℎ𝑖2(4)= 10.26                                                                      0.0683 
M 3                                      𝐶ℎ𝑖2(4)= -8.63                                                                              - 

Source: Source: own STATA Regression Results using WDI Data and Ernst &Young Data 
Test Null Hypothesis: Random effect is both efficient and consistent (i.e. RE is appropriate). The models show 
substantial significance (i.e. at the 5% and 10% levels) against the null hypothesis of Random effect models. Note 
that the third model had a chi-square value less than zero (i.e. negative), and so a p-value could not be 
computed, because data did not meet the asymptotic properties of this specification. 
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The estimated Hausman test results for the three models show substantial grounds to reject the 

null hypothesis of the random effects specification. This rejection decision suggests that the 

RE estimates are consistent but inefficient while the fixed effects estimates are both consistent 

and efficient and hence adopted for policy analysis and recommendations. This decision rule is 

achieved at the significance levels of 1% and 5% for models M1 and M2 respectively. 

4.2b Dynamic Panel Data Model Estimation Results 

Finally, the last model we estimated in this research is the dynamic panel data model with the 

specification shown in equation M4 below. 

𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡 =  𝛽 + 𝛿𝑙𝑛𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛽1𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑝𝑐𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽5𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝑙𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑟 + 휀𝑖,𝑡         M4 

   

Table 7: Dynamic Data Model Estimation Results 
                                                                          Coefficients                                    

FDI                                                          M1                             M2                              M3                            

Constant                                              -12.082                        -8.565                          -9.337                

                                                              (9.153)                       (9.177)                       (18.542) 

FDI(t-1)                                                  0.122                          0.138                         -0.075               

                                                              (0.125)                       (0.124)                        (0.163) 

Corporate Tax Rate(t)                            0.676                          0.754                           0.529                

                                                              (1.529)                       (1.573)                         (1.751) 

Corporate Tax Rate(t-1)                        0.654                          0.259                            0.364                

                                                             (1.122)                        (1.142)                         (1.390) 

Unemployment(t-1)                              -0.481                        -0.322                           -0.797                

                                                             (0.560)                        (0.561)                         (0.697) 

GDP per Capita (t-1)                             3.721*                        3.258*                          4.368**             

                                                             (1.078)                        (1.082)                         (2.377) 

Inflation (t-1)                                                                            0.061                           -0.160                                  

                                                                                                (0.153)                         (0.329) 

Real exchange rate(t-1)                                                                                                -0.376                                                  

                                                                                                                                     (0.367) 
                                                                                   Wald Statistic                              Significance, Prob > Chi 

Model Statistics:                             M1                    M2                     M3                       M1         M2             M3                             
  

Wald Test that all        𝐶ℎ𝑖2(5) = 33.29     𝐶ℎ𝑖2(6) = 28.74      𝐶ℎ𝑖2(7) = 8.88   0.0000    0.0020     0.2613 
 Coefficients,  𝛽𝑖 = 0;    

 

Source: own STATA Regression Results using WDI Data and Ernst &Young Data 
*Significance at 1%, **Significance at 5%.  The number of instruments used was 70 for M1, 73 for M2 

and 52 forM3.The figures in brackets are standard errors. 

The estimation results for the dynamic panel data model are not very satisfactory in terms of 

coefficient significance but according to the Wald statistic the model is shown to be well 

specified. Therefore, the significance displayed by the models above casts doubt into the 

dynamic model specification. The possible reason for this result could be that dynamic panel 
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data models are meant to offer robust results for long panel data series, but our data in this 

research was relatively short. However, GDP per capita showed resilience with a positive 

statistically significant result at 1% level for models M1 and M2 respectively and a 

significance level of 5% for model M3. Current and previous corporate tax rate have positive 

but insignificant effects on FDI, a result slightly different from the one obtained from the fixed 

effect model specification for the current corporate tax effect. Since the lagged FDI is 

insignificant, it signals the fact that autocorrelation may be absent, and hence we opted for the 

FE model for policy recommendation. 

 

5.0 Policy Analysis and Conclusion 
 

Throughout most parts of this research, it has been emphasized that there is an overwhelming 

interest to researchers in investigating taxation and FDI since the second half of the 20th 

century. However, despite this trend no consensus exists on how tax affects FDI. Most African 

governments are yearning to improve the livelihoods of their citizenry by aiming at reducing 

poverty and fostering economic development. Proponents of economic development have 

regarded investment as one of the essential components for securing higher growth rates. 

Indeed, there is massive competition by these national governments to acquire as much FDI as 

possible so as to reap the benefits that this FDI may bring with it. These contests for FDI by 

countries have been brought to the fore in different forms such as setting up of favorable 

domestic tax rates, giving tax incentives to potential investors, offering tax holidays to 

potential investors and providing capital allowances as high as hundred percent in some 

countries. These benefits are among the many ways that these governments, which are the 

potential destinations of these FDI flows, are using to portray themselves as being relatively 

more competitive relatively to the alternative destinations. But the question is, does tax policy 

matter for FDI in developing country setting such as the Southern African block? 

Our estimation results help us make a stance on this front. As economic theory predicts, we 

found that the corporate tax rate has a significant negative impact on FDI for the Southern 

African countries in question. Specifically, a 10% increase in corporate income tax rate is 

expected to reduce FDI significantly by 45%, 46% and 46% for models M1, M2 and M3 

respectively. This result is also in tandem with previous research in this area.  

Our dynamic model estimation, however, provided interesting insights into policy relevance of 

taxation though to a less extent. We observed that by applying the dynamic panel analysis, the 
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estimates revealed that corporate tax is not significant in determining FDI. But what mattered 

the most according to this model is the market size or GDP per capita. This result is in line 

with previous research with regards to the lack of clear consensus on the effect of Tax on FDI. 

Hence, its an indication that even if corporate tax rate may be a player in determining FDI it is 

not that robust as a determinant.  

5.1 Limitations of the Study 

This study was subject to some limitations such as data unavailability. The data was not 

available for certain countries, and so this study could not accommodate all countries of 

Southern African Development Community (SADC). In fact, this unavailability of data was 

the basis for not adopting the gravity model in this study that we feel would have given 

interesting insights to the analysis. The gravity model, as already noted, requires the 

availability of source and destination of FDI data. The other related source of difficulty was 

that certain data, specifically the corporate income tax rate had to be extracted from annual 

reports such as the Ernst & Young World Corporate Tax guides for the periods under review. 

Additionally, the shortness of the time span of the data available implied that it was not ideal 

to study structural breaks and to observe long and short run effects. This limited time frame 

could also not enable us fit a robust, dynamic panel data model because the data did not meet 

asymptotic requirements for the specification. 

5.2 Possible Areas for Further Research 

This paper as highlighted already faced some limitations but further research could be done to 

circumvent some of these constraints. Therefore, based on the interesting research process and 

exposure to the topic, there are some research gaps that we noted and possibly could provide 

areas for further studies.  For instance, in this study we only considered the impact of domestic 

tax policy on FDI but further research in this field could incorporate the foreign tax policy on 

FDI as done by Cassou, (1997). Data limitations with regards taxation data posed another 

challenge. Therefore, improved data would provide an opportunity to include some countries 

and other tax variables besides the corporate income tax rate such as bilateral effective tax 

rates and Average effective tax rates. Finally, the application of a Gravity model would give 

useful insight into the topic of taxation and FDI for Southern African countries. This is  

because it would incorporate the inbound and outbound FDI (i.e. with both source and 

destination taken into account). 
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Appendix A: Derivation of Tobin’s Q Theory of Investment 

Romer (2012) presents the following key assumption of the above model; there are N identical 

firms; the firms face adjustment cost, 𝐶(𝐾)̇  which is a function of rate of change of capital 

stock, �̇�; the price of capital 𝑃𝑘(𝑡) is 1, i.e. 𝑃𝑘(𝑡) = 1 and depreciation is assumed to be zero. 

The assumptions that underlie the adjustment costs are C (0) = 0, 𝐶′(0) = 0 and 𝐶′′(𝐾)̇  = 0, 

which merely reiterate the above key assumption but further add that adjusting capital is a 

costly venture. To solve this optimization problem, Romer (2012) first uses the discrete time 

case to solve the continuous maximisation problem. Below is the illustration of the solution to 

the optimization problem based on the formulation by Romer (2012). 

Problem:    Maximise  ∑ (
1

(1+𝑟∆𝑡)𝜏
[𝜋(𝐾𝜏∆𝑡)𝑘𝜏∆𝑡 − 𝐼𝜏∆𝑡 − 𝐶(𝐼𝜏∆𝑡)]∆𝑡)

𝑁
𝜏=1  

Subject to;    𝐾(𝜏+1)∆𝑡 ≤  𝐾𝜏∆𝑡   +  𝐼𝜏∆𝑡∆𝑡  and 𝐾𝑇  ≥   0              

Implying the Lagrange becomes 

𝐿 =  ∑(
1

(1 + 𝑟∆𝑡)𝜏
[𝜋(𝐾𝜏∆𝑡)𝑘𝜏∆𝑡 − 𝐼𝜏∆𝑡 − 𝐶(𝐼𝜏∆𝑡)]∆𝑡)

𝑁

𝜏=1

+ ∅𝜏∆𝑡  (𝐾𝜏∆𝑡   + 𝐼𝜏∆𝑡∆𝑡 − 𝐾(𝜏+1)∆𝑡 ) + 𝜑𝑇𝐾𝑇 

Where ∅𝜏∆𝑡 is the Lagrange multiplier and 𝜑𝑇 is the Kuhn-Tucker Multiplier. Solving for the 

first order conditions with respect to 𝑘𝜏∆𝑡, 𝐼𝜏∆𝑡 and 𝐾𝑇 gives the optimal conditions below from 

Pontryagin’s Maximization Principle. 

Optimal conditions based on Pontryagin’s principle  

{
 
 

 
 

𝜋(𝐾𝑡)𝑒
−𝑟𝑡 = −∅̇𝑡

(1 + 𝐶′(𝐼𝑡)𝑒
−𝑟𝑡 = ∅𝑡

∗

lim
∆𝑡→0,   𝑇→∞

∅𝑇
∗𝐾𝑇

∗ = 0

 

Letting 𝑞𝑡
∗ = 𝑒−𝑟𝑡∅𝑡

∗ then, the conditions above gives three (3) equations that characterize firm 

behaviour and dynamics of capital stock i.e. 

Then equations describing firm dynamic behaviour are 

{
 
 

 
 
𝜋(𝐾(𝑡)) = 𝑟𝑞(𝑡) − �̇�(𝑡)

(1 + 𝐶′(𝐼𝑡)𝑒
−𝑟𝑡 =  𝑞(𝑡)

lim
 𝑇→∞

𝑒−𝑟𝑡 𝑞(𝑡)𝐾(𝑡) = 0

 

Solving this equation for 𝑞∗as a function of 𝜋(𝐾𝜏) Romer (2012) obtains, 

𝑞∗  = ∫ 𝜋(𝐾𝜏) 𝑒
−𝑟𝜏

∞

𝑡=𝑜

 𝑑𝜏 

Since it was assumed that the price of capital was fixed at one(1), then 𝑞∗ can be expressed as 

a ratio of market value of the firm to replacement cost;  Tobin’s q = 
Market value of the firm

Replacement value of the firm
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Appendix B: Trends of FDI as a Percentage of GDP and Corporate Tax 

Rates 

To observe the FDI trends for the countries in our sample, we graphed net FDI inflow as a 

percentage of GDP from 1990-2013 in two phases. With the first chart below related to the 

group having Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, and Tanzania where FDI 

as a percentage of GDP fluctuates between negative 4% and positive 12%.. Swaziland’s FDI 

reduced since the early 1990s until it became negative in 1997 and after that, this FDI sharply 

increased to a peak of 9.6% in 1998. In 2003, Swaziland’s net FDI inflow (i.e. new investment 

inflows minus disinvestment) was least at negative 3.3% due to disinvestment being higher 

than new investment inflows but since 2004, it was persistently positive. Namibia also shows 

interesting movements such as in the initial stage of the 1990s when FDI was relatively stable, 

but then in 2003 FDI rose until it reached the highest of 8.83% in 2008. The other remaining 

four countries in the group, that is, Malawi, Mauritius, South Africa, and Tanzania portrayed a 

rather relatively stable FDI ranging between negative 1% and positive 7%. Figure 5 below 

displays these trends of FDI for the six countries. 

Figure 5: Net FDI inflows as a percentage of GDP 

 
Source: Own compilation from World development indicators 

 

In Figure 6, we show the FDI trends for Botswana, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 

Lesotho, Madagascar, Mozambique, and Zambia, which ranged between negative 10% and 

positive 40%. Notably, Lesotho experienced a sharp increase in its FDI as a percentage of 
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GDP to about 35% in 1996 but this fell sharply and remained relatively stable. Mozambique 

experienced more of a steady FDI inflow as a share of GDP for 1990-2008, but since 2009, 

this also increased dramatically. Botswana, on the other hand, had a predominantly negative 

FDI inflow as a percentage of GDP in the 1990s but after 2000 it recorded a positive flow of 

FDI. The reason for the negative FDI is because the type of data we used for this purpose was 

a net value. We used the net FDI inflow as a percentage of GDP with the ‘net’ emphasizing the 

fact that this FDI measure is simply the difference between inflows of new investments and 

disinvestments in that period6. In this particular case this implies that the disinvestments were 

higher than new investments inflows, hence the negative net FDI inflow. DRC, Madagascar, 

and Zambia recorded an inflow of FDI ranging between negative 2% and positive 13% for 

most of the period. Figure 6 below displays these trends of FDI for the other six countries, 

Figure 6: Net FDI inflows as a percentage of GDP 

Source: Own compilation from World development indicators 

 
 

Concerning corporate income tax rates (CIT), Figure 7 below shows bar charts for the twelve 

southern African economies in question for the period between 2004 and 2014. Malawi, 

                                                           

6 This is the World Bank explanation of FDI as a percentage of GDP and can be found at 

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BX.KLT.DINV.WD.GD.ZS 
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Mozambique, Tanzania, and Zambia had a fixed standard Corporate Income Tax (CIT) rates at 

30%, 32%, 30%, and 35% respectively as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 7: Corporate Tax Rates 2004-2014 

 
Source: Own compilation from Ernst & Young World Corporate tax rates for 2004-2014 

Botswana, on the other hand, had a fixed corporate tax of 25% for the eight-year period 

between 2004 and 2011, but this reduced to a fixed rate of 22% for the next three-year period 

between 2012 and 2014. Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), recorded the highest 

corporate tax rates at 40%, while for South Africa, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe the rates ranged 

between 25% and 30% for the eleven-year period between 2004 and 2014. However, for DRC 

the data for 2007 and 2008 was missing but it recorded one of the highest corporate tax rates in 

the region at 40%. Madagascar showed downward trends with the rates gradually reducing 

from 30% to finally 20% over the period 2004-2014. Lesotho and Mauritius initially had fixed 

corporate tax rates for the first few years at 25% (2004-2006) and 35% (2005-2010) 

respectively. Then the corporate tax rates for Lesotho and Mauritius reduced to 22.5% (in 2007 

and 25% for 2008-2014) and 34% (2011-2014) respectively.  
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Appendix C: Compiled Raw Data 
Country Year FDI (in 

$millions) 

Corporate 

Tax rate 

Unemployment GDP per 

Capita 

Inflation 

Rate 

Real Exchange Rate 

(Local Currency /US 

$)**** 

Botswana 

 

2004 748.10 25 22.90 5121.16 6.95 1.81 

Botswana 2005 278.59 25 22.00 5294.38 8.61 2.01 

Botswana 2006 486.64 25 17.60 5655.07 11.56 1.63 

Botswana 2007 494.68 25 18.50 6084.31 7.08 2.47 

Botswana 2008 520.92 25 21.90 6261.11 12.70 2.06 

Botswana 2009 128.84 25 18.40 5716.97 8.03 -0.32 

Botswana 2010 136.06 25 17.90 6152.73 6.95 1.60 

Botswana 2011 1092.80 25 17.80 6476.05 8.46 2.55 

Botswana 2012 147.06 22 17.70 6697.42 7.54 2.09 

Botswana 2013 188.61 22 18.40 7027.25 5.88 2.09 

DRC 2004 409.03 40 8.20 214.77 3.99 267.75 

DRC 2005 166.60 40 8.20 221.45 21.32 75.43 

DRC 2006 237.70 40 8.20 226.68 13.05 115.73 

DRC 2007 1793.70 . 8.20 234.14 16.95 86.99 

DRC 2008 1672.70 . 8.20 241.82 17.30 124.10 

DRC 2009 -278.00 38 8.20 241.87 2.80 -102.83 

DRC 2010 2728.80 40 8.20 251.96 7.10 209.26 

DRC 2011 1596.02 40 8.20 261.95 15.32 189.51 

DRC 2012 2891.61 40 8.20 272.94 9.72 195.77 

DRC 2013 1697.59 35 8.00 288.16 1.63 825.11 

Lesotho 2004 55.60 35 36.00 696.81 5.02 3.44 

Lesotho 2005 70.31 35 36.40 710.52 3.44 6.28 

Lesotho 2006 58.23 35 32.50 735.56 6.07 3.60 

Lesotho 2007 104.34 25 26.40 764.32 8.01 2.51 

Lesotho 2008 194.03 25 25.30 801.42 10.72 2.96 

Lesotho 2009 177.51 25 26.00 820.97 7.38 -0.41 

Lesotho 2010 177.67 25 24.70 870.86 3.60 3.34 

Lesotho 2011 200.25 25 26.20 886.47 5.02 4.56 

Lesotho 2012 73.68 25 24.10 934.06 6.10 2.78 

Lesotho 2013 44.90 25 24.70 974.44 4.93 2.87 

Malawi 2004 129.71 30 7.80 213.14 11.43 25.51 

Malawi 2005 139.70 30 7.90 213.16 15.41 26.07 

Malawi 2006 35.56 30 7.80 211.29 13.97 31.40 

Malawi 2007 124.39 30 7.60 224.50 7.95 50.21 

Malawi 2008 195.42 30 7.50 235.91 8.71 61.92 

Malawi 2009 49.13 30 7.50 249.55 8.42 -5.96 

Malawi 2010 97.01 30 7.50 258.06 7.41 33.30 

Malawi 2011 128.81 30 7.60 261.54 7.62 64.82 

Malawi 2012 129.49 30 7.60 258.96 21.27 24.23 

Malawi 2013 118.44 30 7.60 264.25 27.28 19.56 

Madagascar 2004 52.91 30 3.80 271.21 13.81 362.27 

Madagascar 2005 85.44 30 2.60 275.52 18.51 367.09 

Madagascar 2006 294.51 30 3.90 281.12 10.77 641.55 

Madagascar 2007 773.30 30 4.10 290.26 10.30 518.95 

Madagascar 2008 1169.36 25 4.30 302.28 9.22 711.07 

Madagascar 2009 1066.06 24 4.80 282.09 8.96 -77.65 

Madagascar 2010 808.15 23 3.60 275.00 9.25 370.68 

Madagascar 2011 809.78 22 3.60 271.29 9.48 674.18 

Madagascar 2012 812.49 21 3.60 271.79 6.36 714.32 

Madagascar 2013 837.53 20 3.60 270.69 5.83 554.84 

Mauritius 2004 13.89 25 8.50 5083.32 4.71 15.63 

Mauritius 2005 41.78 25 9.60 5116.04 4.94 20.25 

Mauritius 2006 106.76 25 9.10 5293.26 8.93 11.45 

Mauritius 2007 340.76 23 8.50 5580.08 8.80 10.15 
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Mauritius 2008 377.72 15 7.20 5865.74 9.73 11.22 

Mauritius 2009 256.68 15 7.30 6025.69 2.55 -4.46 

Mauritius 2010 429.96 15 7.70 6257.84 2.89 17.45 

Mauritius 2011 433.36 15 7.90 6491.49 6.53 13.87 

Mauritius 2012 589.02 15 8.70 6680.66 3.85 16.14 

Mauritius 2013 258.59 15 8.30 6879.27 3.54 12.69 

Mozambique 2004 244.70 32 8.40 296.18 12.66 4.77 

Mozambique 2005 122.41 32 8.30 313.11 7.17 10.92 

Mozambique 2006 185.38 32 8.30 324.00 13.24 6.19 

Mozambique 2007 416.69 32 8.30 338.44 8.16 9.03 

Mozambique 2008 559.12 32 8.30 348.69 10.33 9.03 

Mozambique 2009 899.29 32 8.30 361.77 3.25 -3.01 

Mozambique 2010 1258.16 32 8.30 377.71 12.70 4.39 

Mozambique 2011 3645.04 32 8.30 395.66 10.35 8.86 

Mozambique 2012 5635.09 32 8.30 413.21 2.68 21.90 

Mozambique 2013 6697.42 32 8.30 433.13 4.26 10.35 

Namibia 2004 88.20 35 21.90 3535.22 4.14 4.18 

Namibia 2005 392.76 35 20.20 3582.24 2.28 9.45 

Namibia 2006 609.77 35 21.70 3787.22 4.96 4.40 

Namibia 2007 669.80 35 19.30 3983.90 6.55 3.07 

Namibia 2008 749.77 35 37.60 4031.07 9.09 3.49 

Namibia 2009 496.97 35 29.70 3981.31 9.45 -0.32 

Namibia 2010 766.95 35 22.10 4153.08 4.87 2.46 

Namibia 2011 744.49 34 19.80 4289.62 5.01 4.58 

Namibia 2012 1098.39 34 16.70 4427.31 6.72 2.53 

Namibia 2013 903.78 34 16.90 4565.44 5.60 2.53 

South Africa 2004 701.42 30 24.70 5239.97 1.39 12.48 

South Africa 2005 6522.10 30 23.80 5444.10 3.40 6.35 

South Africa 2006 623.29 29 22.60 5671.18 4.64 4.71 

South Africa 2007 6586.79 29 22.30 5893.54 7.10 2.83 

South Africa 2008 9885.00 29 22.70 5996.84 11.54 2.75 

South Africa 2009 7624.49 28 23.70 5820.68 7.13 -0.42 

South Africa 2010 3693.27 28 24.70 5910.69 4.26 2.82 

South Africa 2011 4139.29 28 24.70 6010.44 10.93 2.10 

South Africa 2012 4626.03 28 25.00 6051.34 2.21 7.70 

South Africa 2013 8118.15 28 24.90 6090.30 3.31 4.27 

Swaziland 2004 69.58 30 22.90 2303.67 3.45 5.02 

Swaziland 2005 -45.85 30 22.90 2339.30 4.77 4.52 

Swaziland 2006 121.03 30 22.90 2387.14 5.30 4.12 

Swaziland 2007 37.49 30 23.00 2434.37 8.08 2.49 

Swaziland 2008 105.73 30 23.00 2451.22 12.66 2.51 

Swaziland 2009 65.71 30 22.90 2440.11 7.45 -0.40 

Swaziland 2010 135.66 30 22.80 2445.09 4.51 2.66 

Swaziland 2011 93.21 30 22.70 2390.75 6.11 3.75 

Swaziland 2012 89.72 30 22.50 2399.53 8.94 1.90 

Swaziland 2013 24.20 30 22.50 2429.78 5.62 2.52 

Tanzania 2004 226.73 30 2.90 359.04 4.74 615.82 

Tanzania 2005 935.52 30 2.50 375.00 5.03 760.78 

Tanzania 2006 403.04 30 4.30 389.08 7.25 556.97 

Tanzania 2007 581.51 30 2.00 404.98 7.03 505.54 

Tanzania 2008 1383.26 30 2.50 415.17 10.28 446.84 

Tanzania 2009 952.63 30 2.50 424.70 12.14 -38.66 

Tanzania 2010 1840.05 30 3.00 438.32 6.20 372.78 

Tanzania 2011 1229.40 30 3.50 458.95 12.69 391.06 

Tanzania 2012 1799.65 30 3.50 468.18 16.00 204.72 

Tanzania 2013 1872.39 30 3.50 487.30 7.87 297.86 

Zambia 2004 389.04 35 15.50 695.30 17.97 0.71 

Zambia 2005 356.94 35 15.90 726.40 18.32 0.83 

Zambia 2006 615.79 35 15.70 763.09 9.02 1.29 

Zambia 2007 1323.90 35 15.70 804.43 10.66 1.07 

Zambia 2008 938.62 35 15.70 842.82 12.45 1.16 

Zambia 2009 694.80 35 15.60 894.08 13.40 -0.13 
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Zambia 2010 1729.30 35 13.20 956.91 8.50 0.93 

Zambia 2011 1108.50 35 13.20 986.45 6.43 2.39 

Zambia 2012 1731.50 35 13.10 1019.84 6.58 1.62 

Zambia 2013 1810.90 35 13.30 1053.60 6.98 1.13 

 

***The real exchange rate was calculated using  

    Real exchange rate = Nominal Exchange Rate X 
𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑖

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝐶𝑃𝐼
 

 

Where;  

The 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑖 is the country  𝑖’s end year Inflation rate 

The Foreign CPI in this case we used the USA CPI 

Nominal exchange rate is the Local currency unit per United States dollar 
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